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ABSTRACT. The genesis, transportation and accumulation of the mountain rivers bed drift in time
and space, are casual processes, which depend on such values, as river water discharge (Q, m3/sec), river
inclination (I, ‰), geology and other parameters of the basin. The genesis and amount of the river drift
is a function of a climate and depending on its cycles, is more intense in warm periods and reduces when
it gets cold. The major drift-forming natural factors are glaciers, erosion, landslides and torrents. Drift
transportation, i.e. the process of the drift transfer is a function of many variables, which is mainly
described by the laws of Chezy-Maning and Airy. In the upstream of the reservoirs, this process, besides
the said laws, is subject to the regularities of the ratio between the drift with the greatest diameter (dmax)
and velocity of the river (V, m/sec). At some locations, a river may cross an uplifting ridge, or “epirogenic
border” and subsiding plain. Such a border is sawn down by the river bed to form so called “balance bed”
with relevant properties. If the speed of the threshold elevation is more than the bed cutting speed, a
depression is formed, in which the river permanently precipitates the drift to form the bed of the right
inclination, or “balance” bed. Some rivers use a significant portion of drift to compensate the stagnations
formed by a torrent talus train, the “torrent dam”. The result of these processes is the formation of
Chiori floodplain and Saglolo and Chrebalo plain-accumulative terraces in the river Rioni basin and
Tianeti Plain in the upper reaches of the river Iori and many other events. A significant portion of the
drift is used to form the drift prisms of water reservoirs. The river, uses a portion of the remained bed
drift to form a balance bed located on the subsiding plains and neutralize the sea eustasy effect. Another
part of the drift is used to form a delta, permanently fill the coastal beaches and create the accumulative
forms in the sea. A mountain water reservoir conflicts with the sea coastal protection and safety of the
upstream population and infrastructure. Therefore, when selecting its location, the genesis of the riverbed
drift, sites of natural accumulation and grain size of the drift must be considered. An optimal site to build
a reservoir dam is epirogenic borders, as the dam rises higher there and consequently, the exploitation
phase of the dam is longer. © 2017 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Highly energetic, communal and irrigation desig-

nation of the mountain rivers constantly increases in

the background of the demographic explosion and

current climate changes. The most efficient means to

use the mountain rivers, particularly in tandem of

helio- and wind energy, is water reservoirs despite

the fact that they have a major deficiency as they do

not transfer the river bed drift towards the sea. Solid

mater accumulates in the water reservoirs, as a silting

prism and gradually deteriorates its exploitation prop-

erties. In order to minimize this deficiency, when se-

lecting the location for building a water reservoir, the

diameter of the largest drift (d
max

) and terms of drift

transportation, as well as the time needed by the river

to take such drift downstream, i.e. to restore the origi-

nal mode of drift transportation, must be identified

along the section adjacent to the dam [1, 2].

The regime of mountain river bottom sediments

is the most poorly studied processes of river hydrol-

ogy. His research significantly intensified after  the

building of reservoirs [3, 4], since these structures

accumulate the bottom sediments in the form of a

silting prism and thus create an acute shortage of

beach forming material on the sea beaches. Simulta-

neously, they lift the tributaries bed and increase the

probability of catastrophic flooding within the propa-

gation of the plume of the silting prism.

The necessity to eliminate these negatives ne-

cessitates a significant expansion of field observa-

tions, experimental and theoretical studies of the gen-

esis and transport of river sediments, as well as the

accumulation forms created by bed drift.

Materials and Methods

The field data and laboratory studies of the rivers of

the Caucasus (Andis Koysu, Kuban, Rioni, Enguri,

Tergi, Iori, etc.) accomplished in 1980-2016, as well as

geological, hydrological and geomorphological study

results published in special and scientific literary

sources were used to solve the problem [4, 5].

The observations of the sections of the rivers,

which are perspective to build the water reservoirs,

were accomplished with a particular care. The visual

field studies were more efficient in low-water peri-

ods, while the study of the terms of transportation of

the bed drift was more efficient during the floods and

freshets [6, 7].

In the freshet phases, quite frequently, when the

rivers Rioni and Enguri used to throw the blocks with

their diameter of approximately 0.5 m onto the 1.2-

meter-high dikes and gabions, the naturalistic stud-

ies of the types of the drift transportation and param-

eters of the accumulative formations were carried out

with Jvari, Sioni, Gumati and other water reservoirs.

The drift grain size was studied by using field and

laboratory methods [4, 5].

Results

The studies showed that the major drift-forming fac-

tors in the river beds are glaciers, erosion, landslides,

mud torrents and slide and fall of the blocks from the

steep gorge slopes. At some places, the blocks with

a diameter of more than 5.0 m (with the weight of over

10 tons) are slid or drifted by a glacier in the river-

beds. Their parameters and movement trajectory are

relevant to the historical time, and when selecting

the location for building the reservoirs, are consid-

ered in one respect only, in particular, a dam must be

located at a distance from them excluding any impact

on its stability or exploitation quality.

Drift genesis is a casual process, which is a func-

tion of a climate and like the climate, has a clear

cyclicity [8]. In moderate latitudes, the ongoing cli-

mate warming cycle started in the 1860-1880s and is

expected to continue to the end of the present cen-

tury. In this period, the glaciers retreated for many

tens or hundreds of meters [9].

As a result, the moraine mass has liberated and

gets into the rivers ultimately increasing the amount

of drift significantly. In addition, an increasing hu-

midity in the mountainous regions leads to the in-

creased volume of erosive material and activated tor-

rents and landslides [10]. All these processes were

aggravated by stronger anthropogenic factors as a
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result of a demographic explosion.

The grain-size and chemical composition of the

drift in the Mountain Rivers are diverse. The drift in

the mountainous regions is formed by a volcanogenic

mass, such as granites, diorites, andesite, etc.; it is

formed with sandstones and clay slates in the mid-

dle-mountainous zones, while limestone and some-

times gypsum also get into the play in the low-moun-

tainous zones, depending on the chemical composi-

tion of the drift, the degree of their wear and transfor-

mation and factional content change. Limestones,

clay slates and other soluble and soft rocks wear

swiftly, solve in water and most of them reach the

border only as a solution, fine sand, dust or clay

particles.

The transportation and accumulation of drift in the

rivers flowing in different geological, geomorphological

and hydrological conditions is of a particular interest.

The drift transportation, i.e. the process of drift trans-

fer is a function of many variables, which is mainly

described by the laws of Chezy-Manning and Airy [8,

11]. This process, in the upstream of the reservoirs,

besides the said laws, is the function of the ratio be-

tween the drift with the greatest diameter (d
max

) and

velocity of the river (V, m/sec) [1].

An example is Gumati water reservoir with 97.5%

of its conservation zone occupied with drift, while

the process of silting up is ongoing. The blocks and

larger drift (d>0.3m) here, on the train of the drift

prism are accumulated along the river section with a

less inclination. Below them, there follow boulder

ridges, while downstream, the river transfers only

fine (d<5.0 mm) bed drift.

Some rivers cross several tectonic zones and fault

lines and catch mud torrents. In these zones, some

sections of the earth’s crust as ridges and massifs,
gain the height at different speeds. For a river, such

ridges are a constantly uplifting border to be sawn

by it to form a bed. If the river cutting speed (V, mm/

century) is less that the uplift speed (V, mm/century):
(V-)=P, mm/century (1)

a depression is formed, which is constantly filled with

drift by the action of the river creating an accumula-

tive plain (Figure), which has a shape of a basin at

some places.

Sairme carbonate massif creates such an accu-

mulative formation in the middle course of the river

Rioni as Chrebalo basin is, which is uplifting and is

therefore, an “epirogenic border” for the river. In the
geological time, the river develops its bed in this bor-

Fig. Longitudinal profile of Rioni River
Accumulation planes:  A-Tchiora;  B-Palolo;  C-Tchrebalo;  D-Kholtketi
Epigenetic thresholds: E-Shoda-Kedela range;  F-Sairme massive.
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der. Besides, in order to preserve the necessary cur-

rent speed, the river permanently deposits the drift in

this depression and builds the bed with a sufficient

inclination.

A similar plain is sometimes formed by some mud

torrents when they block the river periodically with

the dam-barrier created with the chunks of large

blocks and cliffs. The river has cut such a barrier

what needs certain time and necessary water dis-

charge. Before that, the river sediments the drift in

the upstream of the given dam creating an accumula-

tive relief form in the upstream of the “torrent dam”.
An example is Chiora Plain known as “Chiora
Floodplains” among the local people.

A common type of an anthropogenic factor is a

water reservoir used to distribute the flow in time and

space. Together with the water, the reservoir accu-

mulates drift as well, and a drift prism is created, which

is formed as a terrace plain at the final stage of the

river development.

Some rivers flow across an accumulative plain. If

such kind of the relief is located in a negative tec-

tonic zone (Colchis, Dunai, Parana Plains, etc.), the

river must raise its bed to the point as to neutralize

the plain subsiding effect and give its bed sufficient

inclination [12]. One such river in Georgia is the Rioni.

As the Rioni flows onto Colchis lowland (Figure.), it

has to neutralize the plain subsiding speed V
d
= 0.6m/

century and the Black Sea elevation, i.e. modern

eustasy effect, which is E=0.2 m/century at the river

mouth.

Consequently, the river Rioni must raise the bed

by 0.8 m/century at its mouth:
V

d
 + E = 0,8 m/century, (2)

while at the beginning of the plain, near Vartsikhe,

this value is h=0,7 m, as the land subsidence speed

at this point is less (V
d
<0,5 m/century). Such bed

inclination, I is calculated with the following expres-

sion:
I=[h – (V

d
 + E)]/L m/km, (3)

where L is the distance from Vartsikhe to Poti.

It is clear that the river with such an inclination is

not capable of transferring large drift (d>5 mm), but

must use it to fill Colchic depression and elevate its

bed. In addition, the size of the deposited material

decreases towards the mouth. The visual examina-

tions prove that the size of the drift of the river Rioni

does not exceed 2 mm near the city of Poti. Finally,

the river carries the remained drift into the Sea and by

taking it across the underwater canyon created by it,

sediments it on the sea shelf and slope.

Particularly interesting is the river Chorokhi, as

its bank is built with its bed drift with the city of

Batumi and some other settled areas built on it. A 24-

reservoir cascade with total volume of 4.0 km3 is be-

ing intensely built across the river. This cascade will

hold 6.0 km3 drift [1,2]. This means that Batumi coast

will not receive Chorokhi drift for at least 500 years.

This negative effect is further aggravated by the

fact that another river, the Ajaristskali, which could

alleviate the severe lack of the bank-constituent drift,

will be closed with a water reservoir in the near future

blocking the drift transportation towards Batumi

coastline for many tens of years.

It is clear that a coast left without the filling drift

will be subject to the abrasive action of the Sea in the

coming years, and intense beach washout will start.

Such a course of events is typical for any mountain

river in case it is closed with a water reservoir.

Therefore, when selecting the water reservoir lo-

cation, the peculiarities of the basins described above

and the role of the drift transportation and accumula-

tion formations must be taken into account.

By considering the factors affecting the drift gen-

esis and transportation, the balance equation of the

bed drift originated in the mountain river basin dur-

ing a certain period (a century) can be presented as

follows:
B = T + C + ЈW + D + E + O (4)

where B is the amount of bed drift formed in a unit time

(year, century), T is the drift precipitated in the de-

pressions formed with uplifting borders, C is the

material accumulated in the stagnations formed with

torrent barriers,W is the drift caught in the drift prisms

of the water reservoirs, D and E are the bed material

used to neutralize the plain subsidence in the negative
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tectonic zone and modern sea eustasy effect, respec-

tively and O is the drift taken into the sea.

Conclusions

The principal results of the study can be generalized

as follows:

- The genesis and volume of river drift is a causal

process, which is the function of a climate and like

the climate, is characterized by the cyclicity of grain

size and volume.

- The drift transportation is a function of many

variables, mainly described by the laws of Chezy-

Maning and Airy. This process, in the upstream of

the reservoirs, besides the said laws, is the function

of the ratio between the drift with the greatest diam-

eter (d
max

) and velocity of the river (V, m/sec).

- A certain amount of the bed drift is used to fill

the depressions formed by the action of the ridges

and massifs elevating against the river current. A sig-

nificant portion of the drift is used to form a silting

prism of the plains and water reservoirs formed by

mudflow, as well as to fill and to mud the plains found

in tectonic depressions and neutralize the sea eustasy

effect.

- It is recommended to select an efficient location

for the water reservoir by considering the diameter of

the largest bed drift, as the water reservoir functions

as long as it is capable of transferring the drift of the

said size downstream, i.e. before it restores the origi-

nal conditions of drift transportation.

- A mountain water reservoir is in conflict with

sea coastal protection and safety of the upstream

population and infrastructure. In order to adapt to

this negative effect, when building the hydraulic

buildings, the genesis of the drift, the sites of their

natural accumulation and grain size of the drift, and

particularly, the peculiarities of the relation between

the drift with particularly large diameters (d
max

) and

water current, must be considered.
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fizikuri geografia

mTis mdinareebis fskeruli natanis genezisi,
transporti da akumulacia

g. metreveli*, l. maWavariani*, d. svanaZe*, m. alaverdaSvili*,
a. metreveli*

*ivane javaxiSvilis saxelobis Tbilisis saxelmwifo univeriteti, geografiis departamenti,
Tbilisi, saqarTvelo

(warmodgenilia akademiis wevris  T. WeliZis  mier)

mTis mdinareebis fskeruli natanis genezisi, transporti da akumulacia drosa da
sivrceSi iseTi SemTxveviTi procesebia, romelTac mdinaris wylis xarji (Q m3/wm), kalapotis
daxriloba (I‰),  auzis geologia da sxva parametrebi gansazRvravs. mdinareTa natanis
genezisi da raodenoba klimatis funqciaa da misi ciklebis Sesabamisad - daTbobis
periodSi metia, acivebisas, piriqiT, mcirdeba. ZiriTadi natanwarmomqmneli bunebrivi
faqtorebia myinvari, erozia, mewyeri da Rvarcofi. natanis transportis - nakadis mier
natanis gadatanis procesi mravali cvladis funqciaa, romelic ZiriTadad Sezi-maningis
da eris kanonebiT aRiwereba. es procesi wyalsacavebis zemo biefSi, garda aRniSnuli
kanonebisa, udidesi diametris natanis (dmax) da mdinaris siCqaris (V m/wm) damokide-
bulebis kanonzomierebasac eqvemdebareba. zogan, mdinare azevebad qeds, e.w. “epirogenetur
zRurbls” da daZirvad dablobs gadakveTs. aseT zRurbls mdinare Tavisi nataniT xerxavs,
rom Sesabamisi maxasiaTeblebis mqone, e.w. “wonasworuli kalapoti” Seqmnas. im SemTxvevaSi
Tu zRurblis azevebis siCqare kalapotis CaWris siCqareze metia, zRurbl zemoT
warmoiqmneba depresia, romelSic mdinare natans permanentulad leqavs, rom sakmarisi
daxrilobis, anu „wonasworuli“ kalapoti Seqmnas; zogan mdinare natanis mniSvnelovan
nawils selis gamozidvis konusis, “seluri kaSxlis” mier Seqmnili permanentuli Segube-
bebis amovsebaze moixmars. aseTi procesebis Sedegia md. rionis auzSi Wioris Walis,
saglolos da Wrebalos akumulaciuri vake-terasebis, md. ioris zemo welSi TianeTis
vakis Seqmna da sxva. natanis mniSvnelovani nawili wyalsacavebis mosilvis prizmebis
formirebazec ixarjeba. mdinare, danarCeni fskeruli natanis erT wils, daZirvad
dablobebze mdebare wonasworuli kalapotis Seqmnasa da zRvis evstaziis efeqtis
ganeitralebaze moixmars. natanis meore wili deltis formirebaze, sanapiro plaJebis
permanentul Sevsebasa da zRvaSi akumulaciuri formebis Seqmnaze ixarjeba. mTis
wyalsacavi konfliqtur urTierTobaSia zRvis napirdacvasTan, zemo biefis mosaxleobis
da infrastruqturis usafrTxoebasTan. amitom misi adgilis SerCevisas mdinaris fskeruli
natanis genezisi, bunebrivi akumulaciis adgilebi da natanis granulo-metriac unda
iyos gaTvaliswinebuli. epirogeneturi zRurblebi wyalsacavis kaSxlis mSeneblobis
optimaluri adgilia, radgan iq kaSxali zemoT iwevs da, Sesabamisad, misi eqsploataciis
periodic SedarebiT xangrZlivia.
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